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Abstract: Recent studies highlight the potential impact of earthquakes on cultural heritage sites and
monuments, which in turn yield significant adverse impacts on economies, politics, and societies.
Several aspects such as building materials, structural responses, and restoration strategies must
be considered in the conservation of heritage structures. Timber is an old organic construction
material. Most of the historic timber structures were not designed to withstand seismic forces;
therefore, the seismic vulnerability assessment of heritage timber structures in areas with high
seismic hazard is essential for their conservation. For this purpose, different strategies for the
numerical modeling of heritage timber buildings have been developed and validated against tests
results. After performing seismic analysis using detailed analytical methods and predicting the
susceptible structural components, strengthening techniques should be utilized to mitigate the risk
level. To this aim, various methods using wooden components, composite material, steel components,
SMA etc., have been utilized and tested and are reviewed in this study. There are still some gaps,
such as full-scale numerical modeling of strengthened buildings and investigating the soil–structure
interaction effects on the seismic behavior of buildings that should be investigated.
Keywords: heritage timber buildings; nonlinear numerical modeling; vulnerability assessment;
strengthening techniques; seismic analysis; literature review
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1. Introduction
Not only from a spiritual or a historical point of view but also because of their
technological value, conservation of heritage structures is important for our generation
and the future ones. Technological knowledge about their construction can help us find the
best way for their conservation and learn from them as a pattern for our new structural
systems. Moreover, losing cultural heritage sites can have irreplaceable detriments because
of monumental artifacts inside the building and the structure itself.
Timber, as the oldest organic construction material, has been utilized with less global
emissions to help to reduce the global warming impact [1]. As depicted in Figure 1, the
number of timber buildings in the northern European countries is more compared to the
southern countries. The structural vulnerability assessment of timber structures is complex
because of the material diversity and high susceptibility to different environmental risks
because of its organic nature compared to other materials, such as brick [2–4].
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At this point, a review is necessary to evaluate the state-of-the-art of numerical methods and strengthening methods used for the seismic vulnerability assessment of heritage
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is related to a particular structural system, and previous related studies were collected and
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a systematic
literature
review
about
seismic
presented.
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accurate numerical
model, seismic
analysis
is needed
to vulne
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the
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vulnerability
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applicable
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and retrofitting of heritage timber buildings, a set of keywords was se
are introduced, and the relevant research studies are reviewed. Finally, particular attention
lished
were searched
ininvestigating
the Scopus
In this step, 262
is
given toarticles
the strengthening
techniques by
theirdatabase.
pros and cons.

containing at least one of the following keywords in the title, keywo
(1) seismic
timber historical, (2) retrofitting timber historical, (3) asses
For conducting a systematic literature review about seismic vulnerability assessment
berretrofitting
building,
seismic
timber
heritage,
(5) retrofitting
timber
heritag
and
of (4)
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timber
buildings,
a set of keywords
was selected,
and all
published articles were searched in the Scopus database. In this step, 262 papers were
frame historical, (7) seismic timber log house, (8) traditional seismic tim
found containing at least one of the following keywords in the title, keywords, or the
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timber
post
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jointbuilding,
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being
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English
language, and then 253 articles were derived. Afterward, the
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the
English
then 253 articles
derived.
Afterward,
the journals
are
dexed
inlanguage,
Web ofandScience
(WoS)were
were
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to filter
the that
papers,
and
indexed in Web of Science (WoS) were selected to filter the papers, and finally, 239 papers
were found for performing a bibliometric analysis. The whole meth
were found for performing a bibliometric analysis. The whole methodology is summarized
rized
in
Figurein
5. Figure 5.
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Figure
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selected articles.
Figure
5. Methodology
diagram
of selected

articles.
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1 shows
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andtoward
Construction
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thatthe sci
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Table 1. Journals with the most relevant articles.
Publication
Engineering StructuresPublication
International Journal of Architectural Heritage
Engineering Structures
Construction and Building Materials
Forest Products Journal
International
Journal of Architectural
Proceedings of The Institution of Civil Engineers: Structures and Buildings

Documents
28
24
15
Heritage7
7

Construction and Building Materials
Forest Products Journal
The VOSviewer software (Version 1.6.17) [41] was utilized to generate visualization
Proceedings
of ThetheInstitution
of Civil Engineers:
Structures
and Buildings
maps.
Figure 7a shows
frequency keywords
clustering. The
bigger a circle
is, the

more frequently the keyword appears in the articles. Lines between keywords represent
links, and a thicker line indicates the more robust connectivity of the keywords across
The
VOSviewer
(Version
1.6.17)connections
[41] was are
utilized
generate
different
articles.
Moreover, software
keywords that
showed stronger
located to
closer
to each other.
The7a
results
of this
show that
the networks
connection
consists
of a circ
maps.
Figure
shows
theanalysis
frequency
keywords
clustering.
The
bigger
four
main
research
areas.
The
conceptual
part
includes
(1)
historic
timber
structures
and
frequently the keyword appears in the articles. Lines between keywords re
timber connections, green color; (2) structural design and experimental studies, red cluster
and
a thicker
line indicates
the
more
robust
connectivity
the keywords
ac
(3) seismic
vulnerability
assessment
and
masonry
construction,
yellow of
cluster;
and (4)
historic preservation,
is the blue
group.
Figurestronger
7b depicts connections
the trending research
articles.
Moreover,which
keywords
that
showed
are located
topics
based
on
the
time
of
the
published
article.
The
yellow
circles
and
connections
meanconsist
other. The results of this analysis show that the networks connection
more recent investigations.

research areas. The conceptual part includes (1) historic timber structures an
nections, green color; (2) structural design and experimental studies, red cl
mic vulnerability assessment and masonry construction, yellow cluster; an
preservation, which is the blue group. Figure 7b depicts the trending researc
on the time of the published article. The yellow circles and connections mea
investigations.
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Figure 7.
(b)(b)
Trending
research
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from
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(oldest)
to yel7. (a)
(a)Frequency
Frequencykeywords
keywordsclustering.
clustering.
Trending
research
topic
from
(oldest)
to
low
(newest).
yellow
(newest).

The visualizing bibliometric networks display that seismic vulnerability, structural
structural
design, and historic preservation are the three most used keywords and investigated areas
These four
four topics
topics have
have been
been investigated
investigated more
more than
than others.
others.
after historic timber structure. These
Moreover, the results show that research studies have recently shifted from analyzing
analyzing
timber connections
connections toward performing experimental studies and masonry material that
were often utilized in the construction of heritage timber buildings.
buildings. The graphs depict that
four main
main clusters
clusters (research
(research areas)
areas)
there are no connections (lines) between some topics in four
that show the potential knowledge gap and opportunity to start a new investigation.
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In the following sections, different strategies for numerical modeling of heritage timber buildings are reviewed, different structural analysis methods have been discussed,
the following
sections, different
strategies
for numerical
modeling of heritage
and finally, various In
retrofitting
and strengthening
techniques
are presented
and reviewed.
timber
buildings
are reviewed,
different
structural
analysis
methods have been discussed,
For this aim, each
section
is dedicated
to a heritage
timber
structural
system.
and finally, various retrofitting and strengthening techniques are presented and reviewed.
For this aim,
each section is dedicated to a heritage timber structural system.
3. Numerical Modeling
Methods
3.1. Timber Frame
Buildings Modeling Methods
3. Numerical
In the timber
system, timber shear walls consisting of a timber frame
3.1.frame
Timberstructural
Frame Buildings
with masonry infill are considered as the load-bearing system. The monotonic and cyclic
In the timber frame structural system, timber shear walls consisting of a timber frame
tests, which are shown in Figure 8a on precise models of historic timber frame walls, were
with masonry infill are considered as the load-bearing system. The monotonic and cyclic
performed to investigate
nonlinear
behavior,
their near-collapse
failure,
tests, whichtheir
are shown
in Figure
8a onincluding
precise models
of historic timber
frame walls, were
maximum horizontal
displacement,
and
energy
dissipation
[16,42].
For
investigating
the
performed to investigate their nonlinear behavior, including their near-collapse failure,
effect of verticalmaximum
loads on the
cyclic behavior
of the walls,
a few tests
with different
horizontal
displacement,
and energy
dissipation
[16,42].vertical
For investigating the
loadings are needed.
As
a
conservative
approach,
the
execution
of
cyclic
tests
lower
effect of vertical loads on the cyclic behavior of the walls, a fewwith
testsawith
different vertical
vertical load than
in
real
buildings
and
calibration
of
the
springs
based
on
the
results
is with a lower
loadings are needed. As a conservative approach, the execution of cyclic tests
suggested.
vertical load than in real buildings and calibration of the springs based on the results
After deriving
the cyclic behavior of the shear walls against lateral loads, the shear
is suggested.
wall can be modeledAfter
by means
of nonlinear
and rigid
for connectderiving
the cyclicrotational
behavior springs
of the shear
wallslinks
against
lateral loads, the shear
ing them, as illustrated
in
Figure
8b.
The
springs
must
be
calibrated
to
show
the
exact
wall can be modeled by means of nonlinear rotational springs and rigid
links for connectbehavior of theing
wall.
This
calibration
is
done
by
repeating
the
analyses
until
the
curves
them, as illustrated in Figure 8b. The springs must be calibrated to show the exact
are fitted together.
behavior of the wall. This calibration is done by repeating the analyses until the curves are
Finally, a fitted
building
is modeled with the calibrated shear walls in a way that, for a
together.
different configuration,
the alateral
stiffness
can be with
assumed
to be changed
with
Finally,
building
is modeled
the calibrated
shearlinearly
walls in
a way that, for a
the length of the
wall. Moreover,
because
of the stiffness
low torsional
the symdifferent
configuration,
the lateral
can beproblems
assumed due
to betochanged
linearly with the
metry of the majority
ofthe
historical
buildingsbecause
in height
andlow
plan,
the 2Dproblems
simulation
ofto
the
length of
wall. Moreover,
of the
torsional
due
the symmetry of
buildings is adequate
to represent
the seismic
behavior.
As and
an effective
on the
the majority
of historical
buildings
in height
plan, theparameter
2D simulation
of the buildings
results, viscousisdamping
values
of
2–5%
are
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[46].
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Figure
(a) In-plane test setup on a timber frame wall [47]. (b) A timber frame wall modeled using
3.2.
Log 8.Houses
3.2. Log Houses
concentrated
nonlinear springs. (c) An alternative approach for numerical modeling of the wall [46].
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displacement of the wall can be considered as damage indices in the analyses [54–57].
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Figure 9. (a) A simplified numerical model for simulation of log house buildings based on the nonFigure 9. (a) A simplified numerical model for simulation of log house buildings based on the
linear spring approach [51]. (b) Full-scale assembly of a log house shear wall. (c) A simplified ananonlinear
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linear
spring
approach [51]. (b) Full-scale assembly of a log house shear wall. (c) A simplified analytical model including different springs [55] (F: lateral load, p: vertical load, H: height, L: length, keq:
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equivalent stiffness of the corner joints, kel: equivalent stiffness, fi: Coulomb forces, h: timber log’s
Buildings 2021,
11, 661
height).
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3.3. Post and Beam
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3.3.
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as shown in Figure 10b as an example [59–64].
shown in Figure 10b as an example [59–64].
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[66]. and earthquake records specification, i.e., their duration,
the sequence of peaks, and the frequency content that may influence the structural re-
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In order to have a more exact understanding of the seismic behavior of buildings,
incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) can be utilized in which various accelerograms are
applied to building models, and the intensities are increased until the predefined limit
states occur [74]. The IDA results can be illustrated by plotting an engineering demand
parameter (EDP) against an intensity measure (IM). Fragility curves can also be derived to
depict the risk of the earthquake and predict the damage possibilities [75].
The numerical modeling and analyses method of various research studies are summarized in Table 2. It can be concluded that ABAQUS [76] and SAP2000 [77] are two
well-known numerical modeling software that are widely utilized for this purpose. Furthermore, the scale of the modeling is prenoted as well as the analysis types. The cyclic and
monotonic analyses are applicable for the validation of the test’s specimens at structural
component levels, and the POA and nonlinear dynamic analyses were utilized for the
seismic analysis at a full-scale building. More research is required to investigate the effect
of soil–structure interaction on the seismic behavior of heritage timber buildings with
specific structural performance [78].
Table 2. Numerical modeling and analyses method of various research studies.
Type of the
Structure

Software

Model Scale

Analysis Type

Analysis Purpose

Reference

ABAQUS
SAP2000

Structural component
Structural component
Structural component and
full-scale

Cyclic
Cyclic and Monotonic
Cyclic, Monotonic, and
simplified methods

[54]
[51]

ABAQUS

Structural component

Monotonic

ABAQUS

Structural component

Monotonic

ABAQUS

Full-scale

Pushover

ABAQUS

Full-scale

Nonlinear Dynamic

SAP2000

Full-scale

Linear Dynamic

Validation
Validation
Validation and a
case study
Validation and
parametric study
Validation and
parametric study
Case study
Validation and
parametric study
Validation

SAP2000

Log house

Unmentioned
ABAQUS
ANSYS

Structural component and
full-scale
Structural component
Structural component
Full-scale

ALGOR

Full-scale

ABAQUS
ANSYS

Full-scale
Full-scale

ABAQUS

Full-scale

OpenSees

Structural component

DIANA FEA

Full-scale

OpenSees

Full-scale

Cyclic
Cyclic
Nonlinear Dynamic
Pushover and Nonlinear
Dynamic
Nonlinear Dynamic
Nonlinear Dynamic
Linear Static, Nonlinear
Static and Nonlinear
Dynamic
Cyclic
Nonlinear Dynamic and
Pushover
Nonlinear Dynamic

ABAQUS

Structural component

Monotonic

SAP2000

Structural component

Cyclic

ABAQUS

Structural component

Cyclic

ATLAS

Full-scale

Nonlinear Dynamic

OpenSees

Structural component

Cyclic and pushover

SAP2000

Structural component

Monotonic

ALGOR

Post and
beam

Timber
frame

Pushover

[52]
[55]
[79]
[53]
[57]
[27]

Validation and
case study
Validation
Validation
Case study

[63]
[59]
[60]

Case study

[62]

Case study
Case study

[80]
[64]

Case study

[81]

Validation

[82]

Case study

[83]

Case study
Validation and
parametric study
Validation and a
case study
Validation

[84]

Case study
Validation and
parametric study
Validation

[58]

[85]
[23]
[86]
[43]
[47]
[44]
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Table 2. Cont.
Type of the
Structure

Software

Model Scale

Analysis Type

Analysis Purpose

Reference

ANSYS

Structural component and
full-scale

Monotonic and Nonlinear
static

Validation and a
case study

[48]

Structural component and
full-scale

Cyclic and Pushover

Validation and a
case study

[10]

Monotonic
Nonlinear static and
dynamic
Cyclic
Monotonic and Cyclic

Validation
Validation and a
case study
Validation
Validation

Autodesk
Simulation
Multiphysics
SAP2000

Structural component

SAP2000

Structural component

OpenSees
FINAL v11

Structural component
Structural component

[49]
[50]
[16]
[87]

5. Seismic Strengthening Methods
In the following sections, different seismic strengthening methods of heritage buildings are reviewed by dedicating each section to a specific technique.
5.1. Wooden Components
Buildings 2021, 11, 661

Wooden components are among the most important materials used for the seismic
13 ofin
25
strengthening of timber frames. Using wooden members is a common practice today
historic building conservation in many countries. Chang et al. examined 18 full-scale
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Figure 11. TheThe
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system
of Taiwanese
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reinforcement
Figure
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system
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Theresults
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Two different
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in Figure 12. All specimens were loaded in five single cycles according to the amplitude
displacement of 1.25%, 2.5%, 5%, 7.5%, and 10% of the maximum displacement in the early
stage and then loaded in three cycles in the later stage, until the horizontal displacement
reached 375 mm, or severe damage occurred [89].
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were used, dissipated energy increased 1.57 and 2.15 times, compared to unreinforced
specimens [88].
Another type of strengthening by wooden components was used by Tu et al. [89].
Two different methods were used for reinforcing the timber frames, and specimens were
13 of 25
named K1 (without reinforcement), K2 (with horizontal reinforcement), K3 (with vertical
reinforcement), and K4 (vertical reinforcement + two horizontal reinforcement), as shown
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Figure 12. Specimens’ configuration in Tu et al. study [89].

The results reveal that K2 showed a lower performance compared to K3 and K4.
However, the panels in K2 presented more significant out-of-plane behavior than the others.
Furthermore, the bearing capacity of K2, K3, and K4 in comparison with K1 increased 3.33,
6.9, and 4.69 times, respectively, which shows that using extra panels may not improve the
carrying capacity effectively. In addition, the use of reinforcement increased the dissipated
energy in a manner that K4 showed the most dissipated energy; moreover, the dissipated
energy of K2 is more than K3, which shows that the use of horizontal reinforcement
contributed to energy dissipation more than vertical one [89].
Three 1:2 scaled Chinese traditional mortise–tenon-jointed beam–column frames
(one as bare frame (Frame 1), one with partial panel infill accommodating a wide window opening (Frame 2), and the third with full panel infill (Frame 3)) were tested by
Crayssac et al. [90]. The configuration and dimension of the frames are shown in Figure 13.
Cyclic loadings were applied by use of a hydraulic actuator with a displacement range
of ±250 mm and a capacity of 650 KN. Based on material properties as per Luo et al. [91],
the concentrated vertical loads were taken at 120 KN and represented 5% of the estimated
compressive strength of the columns. The results showed that the maximum load was
74.5 KN (−72.27 KN), 100 KN (−106 KN), and 97.4 KN (−109 KN) for Frames 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. All three frames also exhibited a high ductility ratio (Frame 1 (the bare frame)
seems to be the most ductile). This may be caused by the rather rigid and brittle behavior
of the infill panels. Furthermore, the cumulative dissipated energy of Frames 2 and 3 are
1.54 and 1.15 times compared to that value of Frame 1 (after 40 cycles), respectively.
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wall participation for ancient timber frame buildings has also been proposed to address
the lack of ignoring the presence of the wall in ancient structures [94]. Moreover, the influence of wood infill walls on the seismic performance of Chinese traditional timber
structures by shaking table tests was assessed in [95].
Timber-to-timber interventions on wooden floors can be considered as another
14 of 25
method of strengthening using wooden materials, and several studies have been performed in this context [96–100].
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[90].

Comprehensive studies about the use of traditional timber shear walls in Taiwan have
been conducted by Chang et al. [92,93]. The seismic analysis method considering wall
participation for ancient timber frame buildings has also been proposed to address the lack
of ignoring the presence of the wall in ancient structures [94]. Moreover, the influence of
wood infill walls on the seismic performance of Chinese traditional timber structures by
shaking table tests was assessed in [95].
Timber-to-timber interventions on wooden floors can be considered as another method
of strengthening using wooden materials, and several studies have been performed in
this context [96–100].
5.2. Steel Components
Steel components in different forms are widely used for strengthening timber frame
structures [101–104]. Using steel plates will increase the stiffness and dissipated energy of
the frame wall during a cyclic test. Reusing the steel components in the post-earthquake
strengthening of buildings is one of the advantages of this strengthening strategy compared
to other methods such as composite materials. Some of the steel elements utilized for the
strengthening of heritage buildings are presented in this section.
Tests were performed on timber frame walls by retrofitting the connections using steel
plates, as shown in Figure 14a [105]. Based on the test results, this retrofitting technique
increased 2.24 times the load-bearing capacity of the wall and improved the nonlinear
behavior of it. Based on the test conducted by Poletti and Vasconcelos [106], the failure of
the wall occurs due to the damage of the bottom connection, which was at the corner of
the walls. The failure occurred due to the presence of the steel plate, which did not allow
the column to rise. Based on the study done by Poletti et al. [107], it is concluded that
using steel plates with holes increases the maximum in-plane load-bearing capacity 1.4
and 1.21 times, compared to the values of the unreinforced walls when initial compression
loads of 25 KN and 50 KN are applied, respectively.

the wall without the infill, commercial rectangular steel plates are utilized to strengthen
the timber connections, as shown in Figure 14b, and the walls with infill are strengthened
by installing the custom steel plates on two sides of the timber connections in such a way
that the plates do not confine infill, as shown in Figure 14c. The load-bearing capacity of
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the wall with masonry infill and without infill increased 1.86 and 3.1 times compared to
the values for unreinforced specimens, respectively.
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5.3. Composite Materials

Fiber-reinforced plastic or fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) is a composite material
made of a polymer matrix reinforced with fibers. The main advantages of FRP are their
high stiffness and tensile strength, low weight, relatively rapid installation, and a variety
of available sizes and shapes. However, bonding to substrates may be critical and affected

Figure 15. Strengthening timber connections using (a) steel plates [109], (b) strip, and (c) stirrup
[110].
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timber buildings. High durability, long-term effectiveness, and compatibility with timber,
with minor safety precaution measures are the advantages of the stainless steel components [112]. In contrast, the high cost of the alloy and limited availability are two main
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materials
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by durability problems. Utilizing composite materials for retrofitting the structures has
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recently
[114].
Strengthening
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walls
using
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fibergained much attention recently [114]. Strengthening timber frame walls using glass fiberreinforcedpolymer
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(GFRP)bars
barsand
andstrips
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Cruz[115].
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bars.Figure
Figure16a
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with
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bars.
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shows the second group retrofitted with GFRP strips after retrofitting with the bars. The
increasingrate
rateofofthe
theload-bearing
load-bearingcapacity
capacityand
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modelswere
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each
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using
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and
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each other. It can be concluded that using GFRP strips and GFRP bars does not signifiincrease
the load-bearing
capacity.
cantly
increase
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conFigure16.
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frame
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strips
[109].
connection strengthened by CFRP strips [109].

Another
Anotherapproach
approachusing
usingcomposite
compositematerials
materialsfor
forthe
theretrofitting
retrofittingofofpost
postand
andbeam
beam
connections
was
investigated
by
Zhou
and
Yan
[109].
Carbon
fiber-reinforced
plastic
connections was investigated by Zhou and Yan [109]. Carbon fiber-reinforced plastic
(CFRP)
(CFRP)sheets
sheetswith
withaathickness
thicknessofof0.11
0.11mm
mmand
andwith
withhigh
hightensile
tensilestrength
strengthwere
wereutilized
utilizedtoto
completely
andbeam
beamconnection,
connection,asasillustrated
illustrated
Figure
16b.
CFRPs
completelycover
coveraa timber
timber post and
inin
Figure
16b.
CFRPs
are
are
lightweight,
have
low
densities,
and
are
thermosetting
resins
suchasasepoxy,
epoxy,polyester,
polyester,
lightweight,
have
low
densities,
and
are
thermosetting
resins
such
or
vinyl ester. It was investigated that the ultimate load-bearing capacity of the connection was
increased 2.7 times. The influence of the GFRP wraps and the CFRP strips for strengthening
the timber frame walls is evaluated in an experimental program. In the first phase, the
specimens were strengthened using the bamboo bracing or the steel gusset plates. In the
second phase, FRP components were utilized. The beneficial effects of the FRP retrofitting
were highlighted [116].
Extensive research studies have been conducted for retrofitting the timber beam
elements with the FRP layers by improving their flexural behavior [114,117–121]. The experimental program for the four-point bending tests shows a 46% increase in load-carrying
capacity compared with unreinforced beams [122]. Moreover, an analytical investigation
was also carried out for the timber beams strengthened with composite materials based
on the test results [123]. U-shaped steel and CFRP components were also utilized for
the strengthening of timber beams, and results of the three-point bending tests show a
dramatic increase of load-bearing capacity and a combination of CFRP and steel U-shaped
reinforcement provided a promising lightweight structural element against bending [124].
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5.5. Bolt
and Screw
Bolt Bolt
and and
screw
are also
considered
oneone
of the
common
strategies
forfor
retrofitting
timscrew
are also
considered
of the
common
strategies
retrofitting
timber
ber joints
tests done
done by
by Vasconcelos
Vasconcelos [132],
[132], using
using bolt
bolt and
joints [128–131].
[128–131]. However,
However, based
based on
on the
the tests
screw did not increase the in-plane load-bearing capacity (just 1.1 times), and dissipated
energy of timber frame walls did not increase too. However, the out-of-plane behavior of
the wall was improved. The slight increase of in-plane load-bearing capacity using bolt and
screws has been confirmed by performing tests [133] on timber frame walls with simple
diagonal connections and half-lap connections for main members. It was concluded that
the in-plane load-bearing capacity was increased 1.14 times.
Using internal bolts (steel rods) for strengthening the timber frame walls connections
is another technique that has been investigated by Branco et al. [110]. The effect of the
angle of the rods on the in-plane load-bearing capacity has been investigated, and it was
concluded that by increasing the angle from 30 to 60 degrees, the load-bearing capacity,
stiffness, and dissipated energy have decreased.
5.6. Shape Memory Alloys (SMA)
Several studies have been performed to strengthen post and beam connections using
SMA wires to tie the beam and column [134]. Xie et al. [135,136] performed tests on timber
connections of traditional Chinese timber frame buildings. Firstly, three models (GJ1, GJ2,
GJ3) were developed without strengthening, and loading was applied to define the ultimate

the vertical load was applied on the beam element. It was investigated that the load-bearing capacity of the connection without SMA was more than the model with strengthening
for the rotation less than 0.875 rad. However, for rotation of more than 0.875 rad, the
strengthened model had more load-bearing capacity. Moreover, it was investigated that 18 of 25
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the principal damage mode was the pulling out of the tenon from the mortise and the
timber elements were intact.
Four specimens were developed by Xue et al. [137]. T-M1 was without strengthening,
displacement. Afterward, the damaged specimens were disassembled, strengthened with
but models T-M2, T-M3, and T-M4 were equipped with 12, 16, and 20 SMA wires, respec8, 8, and 16 SMA wires, and named GJ4, GJ5, and GJ6, respectively. Figure 18a shows how
tively, with a diameter
of 1.5 mm.
to the local
defects
in timber
elements
of the
T-M2,
the specimens
were Due
strengthened
by SMA.
After
applying
vertical load,
it was
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its bending capacity
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model
T-M1,
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bending
capacities
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T-M3
that using 8 SMA wires is not sufficient to eliminate the initial damage effects.and
Using SMA
T-M4 were 1.2 and
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load-bearing
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from thecapacity
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therespectively.
load-bearing capacity
Figure 18b shows
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18c 2.1
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the experof how
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and GJ6 models
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increased 1.1,
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times corresponding
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imental test setup.
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Another study
et al. [136]on
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a model without
strengthening,
In order to investigate
the done
effectbyofXie
pre-strain
the load-bearing
behavior
of the and
the
vertical
load
was
applied
on
the
beam
element.
It
was
investigated
that
the
mortise–tenon connections, experimental tests were performed by Xue et al. [138]. Itload-bearing
was
capacity of the connection without SMA was more than the model with strengthening
concluded that 3% of pre-strain decreases 53% and 63% of tenon pulled out length in posfor the rotation less than 0.875 rad. However, for rotation of more than 0.875 rad, the
itive and negative directions.
Furthermore, SMA bars and tubes are utilized as dowels to provide the self-centering
effects for the dowel-type connection systems [139]. Double-shear connections with SMA
and mild steel dowels were tested under dynamic loadings at different displacement levels. The results showed that SMA dowel-type connections have good self-centering be-
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strengthened model had more load-bearing capacity. Moreover, it was investigated that the
principal damage mode was the pulling out of the tenon from the mortise and the timber
elements were intact.
Four specimens were developed by Xue et al. [137]. T-M1 was without strengthening, but models T-M2, T-M3, and T-M4 were equipped with 12, 16, and 20 SMA wires,
respectively, with a diameter of 1.5 mm. Due to the local defects in timber elements of the
T-M2, its bending capacity was less than model T-M1, while the bending capacities of T-M3
and T-M4 were 1.2 and 1.5 times as large as the load-bearing capacity of the T-M1, respectively. Figure 18b shows how the specimens were retrofitted; Figure 18c demonstrates the
experimental test setup.
In order to investigate the effect of pre-strain on the load-bearing behavior of the
mortise–tenon connections, experimental tests were performed by Xue et al. [138]. It was
concluded that 3% of pre-strain decreases 53% and 63% of tenon pulled out length in
positive and negative directions.
Furthermore, SMA bars and tubes are utilized as dowels to provide the self-centering
effects for the dowel-type connection systems [139]. Double-shear connections with SMA
and mild steel dowels were tested under dynamic loadings at different displacement
levels. The results showed that SMA dowel-type connections have good self-centering
behaviors and can effectively mitigate residual deformation compared with steel doweltype connections after excessive deformation, although the steel dowel-type connections
present higher strength [139].
6. Conclusions
For the sake of reviewing the research studies about the seismic vulnerability assessment and strengthening of heritage timber buildings, three building types were categorized
in this study. Timber frame buildings are one of the well-known heritage timber structural
systems, consisting of timber frame elements in different configurations with masonry
infills. Timber log houses that are usually in cold European countries, and post and beam
structures often exist in eastern Asian countries. The systematic review shows the growth
of the research studies about the seismic vulnerability assessment and strengthening of
heritage timber buildings. Moreover, it is observed that the topics are shifting recently
from analyzing timber connections toward performing experimental studies and investigating the masonry materials that were often utilized in the construction of heritage
timber buildings.
For numerical modeling of the three aforementioned groups of buildings, various
simplified and detailed strategies were reviewed. Due to the variety of the configurations
of timber elements in the timber frame buildings and the different connection types that
exist in post and beam structures, experimental tests are required for each typology to
validate the numerical models. Tests are required to be performed in order to investigate
the out-of-plane behavior of timber frame and log house shear walls. Moreover, corner
carpentry joints play a crucial role in the numerical modeling of log houses. Seismic
analyses, including POA and NTHA, were used to evaluate the vulnerability of the fullscale heritage timber buildings. Soil–structure interaction effects should be evaluated on the
seismic behavior of heritage timber buildings with specific structural systems. Furthermore,
specific empirical equations should be defined for the prediction of the natural period of
each structural system.
Wooden and steel components in various shapes, except the stainless-steel material,
are widely used for the strengthening of heritage timber buildings due to their availability
and lower costs compared to the SMA or dampers. Extensive research studies have also
been performed to investigate the influence of using composite material for the retrofitting
of timber elements. The results show that composite material can improve the load-bearing
behavior of timber connections and timber beams. Moreover, composite materials are also
considered as a lightweight strengthening solution compared to the steel profiles. Although
different studies have been conducted on the dampers and SMA as a strengthening solution
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of the timber components, more studies are required to investigate the efficiency of these
techniques compared to the traditional strengthening techniques. Much attention is needed
to study the strengthened full-scale buildings instead of just focusing on the structural
components to evaluate each strengthening method’s efficiency in real building scale.
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